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''Poetry is Metrical Composition"

"Poetry we call Musical thought"

"All good poetry is the spontaneous overflow of powerful

feelings. It takes its origin from a motion recollected in tranquility"



"Poetry is a fine art operating by means of thought conveyed in language".
"The best poetry is that which is informed by the

soundest Philosophy".
       "Poetry is the blossom and the
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fragnance of all human knowledge, human thought, human passions, human language etc."

      Poetry is, at

bottom, a criticism of life".
"Poetry is simply the most delightful and perfect form of utterence that human word cam

reach".
"Poetry of the highest kind mayescist without

metra."
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Some general knolwedge of all the Art is soil in which particular knowledge in

any one of them should be planted if it is to flourish and bear fruit 
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Marxism
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Traditional criticismDeductive

CriticismJudicial CriticismRhetorical Criticism












        
          




          
       Collective Unconcious  
 

Archytypal criticismTotamic criti-

cismMytsological Critisism 
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Historical criticism 








 
          










             


Ethical cristicism
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Carl Marx Marxisim
            

   




Marxistic criticism
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Psycholosical Criticism



          
(Human Behaviour)


(Psycho analitical Theories)
Superiority complexInferiority complex
existentialismsurrialism


          
     



          

Explanatory Criticism,   Interpretative    
Discriptive Criticism
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Impressionistic criticism








   (Balance)         
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comparative criticism 



             





 

            



  








Judicial criticismEvaluative criticism
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Flexibility      



(Sterio type system) 






Textud Criticism(Formalistic

Criticism) (Ontalogical Criticism)  
(Text)
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Text 




       
Biographical Criticism








               









  (Neo Classical Criticism)New Classical Criticism  
Neo Classicism

Symbolism
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    Universality 













Romantic CriticismRomantic Poetry

          
Romanticism         

Subjectivity



Realism
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 William Henry Hudson - An Introduction to the Study of Literature George G.

Harrap & Co Ltd. London, 2nd Edn. 1958.
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DISTANCE\M.A.\TELUGU-LITERACY CRITICISM










(Judicial or Deductive Criticism)(Inductive Criticism)

(The

moral approach)    (The Psychological approach)    (The sociological)

(The Formative or Aesthatic approach)(The Archetypal approach)

           


 (Legislative Criticism)

 (Theoritical Criticism)

 (Deductive Criticism)

 (Inductive Criticism)

 (Biographical Criticism)

 (Historical Criticism)

 (Comparative Criticism)

 (Textual Criticism)
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(decucitve criticism)




(Inductive criticism)
 




(Moral approach)




(Psychological
approach)




(Sociological

approach)



(Formative

or
Aesthatic ap-

proach)




(Archetypal ap-
proach)




(Textual)(Biographical)
(Aesthatic or Impressionism) (Psycho-analytical)(Historical)

(Naturalist movement)



Judicial, Criticismdeductive criticism


  







Poetics
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(Theoritical

criticism)



(Legislative

criticism




(Deductive

criticism)




(Inductive

criticism)




(Biogrphical

criticism)




(Historical

criticism)



(Comparative

criticism)




(Textual

criticism)






(Biographical)





(Textual)



(Aeshatic or

impression)





(Psycho-analytical)




(Historical)




(Naturalist

movement)














  
          





Inductive Criticism








(Moulton)
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(Evaluation Criticism)

(applied criticism)
 (descriptive criticism) 
Impressionstic CriticismPrac-

tical Criticism New Criticism

'moral approach' 




           



            








Psychological approachPsyco-analytical study


(naturalism)



         
Oedipus complex
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Sociological approach

                



Jaine







    Aesthatic criticism, Textual criticism, New criticism   


           





   (internal analysis)   


         
Inductive criticism
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Archetypal approach'arche type'
basic cultural pattern

          (collective

unconscious)  (Trazer)





 

 





Legislative Criticism





TheoriticalCriticism 



 
   


(Biographical criticism) 
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Historical Criticism
 
 









Comparative criticism 











Textual criticism


            
  
Notes





naturalist movement in criticism(Theory

of evolution)
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      (zola)     


         



    




           


   









  (Marxist criticism)   (dialectical

materialism)
(Socialist realism)
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Atmosphere 
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(Assumption of Character)
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 "Drama"
"Drama"
 "Drama"  Play 
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Modulation
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Tragas - Oide - Tragedy














     


(Masks)

        






      
   



 Trilology    
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(Catharsis)


 Catharsis



Catharsis

     






            



   







(Theory of Purgation)

(Theory of Purification)

(Theory of Balancing)

(Theory of Clarification)

(Theory of purgation)
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(Theory of Purification)


  



  



(Theory of Balancing)

              



(Theory of Clarification) 

Purgation Purification Clarifi-

cation           





(Probability)  (Necessity)
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PlotCharacterThought
dictionMelodySpectacle

Plot

          
    
 





       













 
          


Character

Goodness, Appropriateness, likeness, Consistency

(Good ness) 
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(Appropriateness)




             


(Likeness)




(Consistency)






(Thought)





(Diction)

      Standard word    
Strange word MetaphorOrnamental word
Coined word    word lengthened     Word Shortened 
altered word 



(Spectacle)



(Song)
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Unity of actionUnity of timeUnity of place

(Unity of Action)




             



Unity of Time





             


Else





Unity of Place
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Unity of Sentiment


       




            















        
     


Komos - Revel, oide-song. Comedy Koneos, Oide,
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(Comic mask)







Old, Middle, New, Comedies

Old Comedy 


Old Comedy

Middle Comedy

Old & Middle 


New Comedy 

       





      










Dark age
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   (Mystery play)Miracle play 
Morality playInterlude









   Comedy of humours         



Commedy of mannersRestoration drama 










           


Romantic Comedy

As you like it, A mid Summer nights dream,



Satiric Comedy

  
The Alchemist

14.15 



The Comedy of manners

Restoration drama
            
love's labones lost, Uuch ado

about nothing A School for Scandal

Farce 

'Belly Laughs' 
Noah

High - Low Comedy 

High comedyMuch ado about nothing

low comedy
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essayassay
(exagium)assay


    (essai) (essay)  











           
  






Essayist
he who makes an attempt who writes an essay, an author





          


1. A composition of moderate length on any particular subject, a branch of a subject; originally
implying want of finish, but now said of a composition more or less elaborate in style through
limited in range (Oxford Dictionary)

2. As a form of literature the essay is a composition of moderate length, usaually in prose, which
deals in an essay, cursory way with a subject, and in strictness, with that subject only as it
affects the writer. (Encyclopedia Britanica)

3. .... the true essay, is essentially personal like its verse analogue, the lyric, it belongs to the
literature of self - expression. Treatise and dissertion may be objective; the essay is subjec-
tive (W.H. Huson)

4. The essay as we now understand it is usually a short literacy prose composition embodying
only a selection of its authors knowledge and views on a given subject. It rarely pretends to be
exhaustive or final; It is series of personal comments rather than a finalized arguement -
cultured glance rather than a careful examination (The Home University Ed.)

5. Essay, a form of writing which may be defined as Non-Technical prose exposition with a
personal point of view, composed to be read at a single sitting and as a complete work.
(colliers Encyclopedia)

6. An essay is a breaf, usually prose, composition which reveals the authors personality as it
given his contemplations on the meaning of life or his observations on various subjects. (En-
cyclopedia Americana)
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' ......... Systematic treatment of it is impos-

sible'
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